From the Red Carpet to the Runway!

Daily Blast Live features top moments from Global’s 2019 Be Beautiful Be Yourself Fashion Show. Relive the life-changing evening that raised $2.5 million for Down syndrome research and medical care.

Like what you see? DONATE NOW
Support the changing research and medical care for people with Down syndrome today.

OTHER EXCITING NEWS

Immune System Dysregulation in DS
Crnic Institute scientists establish the most in-depth characterization of the immune system in Down syndrome – a catalyst for their first-in-kind clinical trial aimed at curing autoimmune disorders and funded by the NIH.

Watch The Peanut Butter Falcon AT HOME
Oscar Buzz indie film of the year starring Zack Gottsagen, Shia LaBeouf, and Dakota Johnson, is now available on digital, Blu Ray, and DVD!

Thank You Senators Daines & Bennet!
Senators reach across the aisle with an official Resolution acknowledging October as “National Down Syndrome Awareness Month,” the first time the 1984 resolution has been updated since 2006. We are grateful that it includes research and medical care!

Your Go-to Fact Sheet on DS
Global Down Syndrome Foundation thanks Research!America for providing a valuable resource for families and professionals, outlining current stats and important facts about Down syndrome.

Cell Reports Publication
Get Your Copy!

Read the Resolution
Facts & Figures

Support life-changing research and medical care for people with Down syndrome today.

OTHER EXCITING NEWS!

Global's Be Beautiful Be Yourself Fashion Show
See The Photos
Support Global with Holiday Shopping
Amazon Smile
Become a Global Down Syndrome member!
Submit your photos to be featured in Down Syndrome World™!